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Pfungstadt, 9 April 2019
eperi wins ALSO Start-up Award 2019
ALSO and Droege Ventures have awarded this year's ALSO Start-Up Award to eperi at the
ALSO Channel Trends+Visions 2019 (CTV). After a careful selection process, the
Pfungstadt-based company was honored for its eperi Gateway, a unique cloud security
solution. Elmar Eperiesi-Beck, CEO and founder of eperi, personally received the Start-Up
Award at ALSO CTV on April 5.
eperi’s cloud security solutions
The eperi Gateway has a special unique selling point in the security solutions market. It
protects sensitive business information, personal data and applications through encryption
and pseudonymisation even before it leaves the company and are stored and processed in
the cloud. This means that the data is never unencrypted and always protected "at rest", "in
use" and "in motion". As only the data recipient, i.e. the customer or partner, has access to
the cryptographic keys required for encrypting and decrypting the data, the company controls
the entire encryption process with a single solution as a single point of control. This
guarantees compliance with data protection guidelines. Potential attackers can only access
unreadable data trash in the cloud application.
Started as a consulting company, eperi GmbH now offers mature encryption solutions. Elmar
Eperiesi-Beck is very pleased with the Start-Up Award: "With the eperi Gateway we can
guarantee complete encryption. ALSO's recognition is proof that medium-sized companies
with well thought-out, innovative solutions can stand out from the crowd and be successful,"
says Elmar Eperiesi-Beck.
"The use of cloud solutions has become commonplace in companies. eperi pursues an
innovative and pragmatic approach to make the scalability of such cloud solutions compatible
with the security requirements for handling sensitive data. That convinced us as a Start-Up
Award committee," says Simone Blome-Schwitzki, spokeswoman for ALSO Deutschland's
management.
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About eperi
eperi GmbH is a leading provider of cloud data protection solutions, and has 15 years of
experience in the field of data encryption for web and SaaS applications. These solutions
enable internal and external data protection and compliance requirements to be enforced at
a centralized location, and ensuring that customers as cloud users are given sole control of
all data protection processes.
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